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Library Tutorial: Renewing A Book Online

At the library we are often asked if it is possible to renew materials online. Not only is it possible, but it is quite simple.

Overdue material cannot be renewed online. To renew overdue material, contact the library at x8904 or libcirc@rockefeller.edu.

Step 1: Access Tri-Cat
This is the main page of the library’s catalog, called Tri-Cat because it is shared with the libraries at Memorial Sloan Kettering (MSK) and Weill Cornell Medical Center (WCMC). You can check out material from either of these libraries with your Rockefeller ID. To access Tri-Cat, click this link or copy and paste the following URL: http://tri-cat.rockefeller.edu/

The first step in renewing library material is to click on the “Look Up Your Account Tab.”

Step 2: Access Your Account
To access your account you will need to enter both your name and either your university ID or barcode number. If you do not have a barcode- which also allows you to check out material using the self-checkout kiosks located in the second floor reading room and in the stacks located on level B- stop by the circulation desk between 9:00am and 5:00pm Monday through Friday.

Step 3: Renew Your Material
After successfully logging into your account, you will see a list of all the materials you currently have checked out from the library. By clicking on the buttons above or below this list, you will be able to renew either the entire list or a selection.
New Books at the Markus Library

New Books in the Library’s Scientific Collection


New Books in the Library’s Recreational Reading Collection


Check for book locations and availability in **Tri-Cat**: http://tri-cat.rockefeller.edu/
Recommended Readings

Each month, a member of the library staff will recommend two books from the library’s collection. This month, science informationist John Borghi recommends Charles Darwin’s *The Origin of Species* and David Mazzucchelli’s *Asterios Polyp*.

Darwin Week has come and gone, but it is never too late to read (or re-read) Darwin’s seminal book on evolution - available both in print and on Kindle.

Did you know the library’s collection includes some graphic novels? Check out our Student Pick’s collection to find David Mazzucchelli’s ambitious masterwork.

New or Selected Resources at The Markus Library

**BioMed Central**

BioMed Central publishes 276 peer-reviewed open access journals. Rockefeller University is now a Supporter Member, meaning that Rockefeller-affiliated authors will receive a 15% discount on article-processing charges for any BioMed Central journal. To access BioMed Central content, follow [this link](http://www.biomedcentral.com/) or copy and paste the following URL: http://www.biomedcentral.com/

**BrowZine**

Databases have become the primary way publishers deliver journals. But databases are designed for searching, not reading. BrowZine works by uniting articles from databases into complete journals, then arranging them by subject on a library-branded newsstand. The result is a revolutionary new way to browse, read and monitor scholarly journals. BrowZine delivers thousands of academic journals to your iPad or Android tablet. BrowZine works by organizing the articles found in Open Access and subscription databases, uniting them into complete journals then arranging these journals on a common newsstand. Create a personal bookshelf of favorite journals. Be alerted when new editions of journals are published. Easily save to [Zotero](http://www.zotero.org/), [Mendeley](http://www.mendeley.com/), [Dropbox](http://www.dropbox.com/) and other services. [Click here](http://thirdiron.com/download/) to be directed to the library’s BrowZine page or download the app at the following URL: http://thirdiron.com/download/
The Hastings Center Report

The Hastings Center Report explores the ethical, legal, and social issues in medicine, health care, public health, and the life sciences. Six issues are published each year, containing an assortment of essays, columns on legal and policy developments, case studies of issues in clinical care and institutional administration, caregivers’ stories, peer-reviewed scholarly articles, and book reviews. Authors come from an assortment of professions and academic disciplines and bring a range of perspectives and political opinions. We welcome submissions from new authors. The Report’s readership includes physicians, nurses, scholars of many stripes, administrators, social workers, health lawyers, and others. The Hastings Report is now available through the library’s electronic catalog, which can be accessed by following URL: http://lib3.rockefeller.edu/

Mango Languages

Mango is fun and easy to use. Learning a language should be fun! Each of our lessons incorporates interactive tools and rich imagery that eliminates boredom and keeps you engaged. Go as fast or as slow as you want, and customize your experience by using the tools that you find most helpful. You will see progress with every lesson and be encouraged to keep talking. Access Mango by following this link or copying the following URL: http://connect.mangolanguages.com/

Rockefeller’s NIH PubSubmit System

The NIH Public Access Policy ensures that the public has access to the published results of NIH funded research. It requires scientists to submit journal articles that arise from NIH funds to the digital archive PubMed Central. The Policy requires that these articles be accessible to the public on PubMed Central to help advance science and improve human health.

Rockefeller authors have multiple options for submitting their articles to PubMed Central. They can either submit papers on their own using the NIH Manuscript Submission (NIHMS) System or submit through the Markus Library by using PubSubmit.

Access the NIHMS System by following this link or copying the following URL: http://nihms.nih.gov
Access PubSubmit by following this link or copying the following URL: https://pubsubmit.rockefeller.edu
The U.S. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) recently became the second federal agency/department to release its plan for a policy ensuring public access to articles and data resulting from its funded research, as required by the February 2013 White House directive. The full policy has not yet been released, but AHRQ notes that it will be posted to its website once it has been finalized.

The AHRQ plan includes provisions for making both articles and data resulting from its funded research publicly available. The article provisions closely resemble those in the policy currently in place at the National Institutes of Health (NIH), requiring AHRQ-funded researchers to deposit articles into the PubMed Central database, to made freely available to the public no later than 12 months after publication in a peer reviewed journal.

The data provisions include notable language outlining AHRQ’s definition of what constitutes research data (and is therefore covered by the policy), as well as a requirement that any data directly related to an AHRQ-funded research publication be made freely publicly accessible on the day of the article’s publication.

The plan also includes a very useful section that lays out in detail the Agency’s expectations for the roles and responsibilities of various stakeholders – from the AHRQ Director to AHRQ researchers and authors – in terms of ensuring compliance with the policy. The Agency appears to be placing a premium on ensuring compliance from the day the policy will go into effect (October 15, 2015), as it has adopted the same strong mechanisms that NIH currently uses, including the potential withholding of renewal or new funds if a research fails to deposit AHRQ-funded articles or data.

The AHRQ plan releases follows that of the Department of Energy, which made its public access plans public in late 2014.

Full details of the AHRQ Plan can be found here: [http://www.ahrq.gov/funding/policies/publicaccess/index.html](http://www.ahrq.gov/funding/policies/publicaccess/index.html)

**Frequently Asked Questions**

*Where are the books located?*

The books are located in Welch Hall on the Second Floor, on Level B, and in the Cafe.

*Where are the print journals located?*

The library no longer subscribes to journals in print. All journals that the library subscribes to are now in electronic format and can be found on our [E-journal Page](#) or in our [catalog](#).

*How do I access our electronic resources from off campus?*

To access all of the library’s journals subscriptions and electronic resources from off campus, log in through the virtual private network (VPN) provided by IT and then access the library’s [inside page](#).

*Can I borrow books from Weill Cornell and Memorial Sloan Kettering?*

Yes! Using your Rockefeller ID card you may use the facilities and borrow library material from both institutions.

*Why can’t I access journals from Weill Cornell or Memorial Sloan Kettering if they are listed in our catalog?*

Unfortunately their online journals can only be accessed from within their IP range. For access, you have to be on their physical grounds.

*Does the library still send out theses for binding?*

No. Please contact the Dean’s Office to inquire about binding theses. If you require other binding services, please contact: HF Group / Acme Binding, 80 Cambridge Street, Charlestown, MA 02129-0212 [Phone: (617) 242-1100 | Fax: (617) 242-3764]
Contact The Rita and Frits Markus Library

Carol Feltes
University Librarian
cfeltes@rockefeller.edu
x8909

Alisa Jackson
Library Business Assistant
jacksoa@rockefeller.edu
x8916

Jeanine McSweeney
Assistant University Librarian of Library Operations
mcsweej@rockefeller.edu
x8980

John Borghi
Science Informationist
jborghi@rockefeller.edu
x8944

Douglas Many
Manager Library Systems and Electronic Resources
many.rockefeller.edu
x8906

Olga Nilova
Special Collections and Exhibits Librarian
nilovao@rockefeller.edu
x8868

Library Services Desk
Book Circulation
libcirc@rockefeller.edu
x8904

Request an Article or Book
Document Delivery
librequest@rockefeller.edu
x8916

The Library is now on Twitter! Follow us at @RockefellerLib